
As I write this towards the 
end of January we have seen 
a dramatic bounce-back in 
equity markets from the 
March lows two years ago.  

The S&P500 index is up about 
90% and Emerging Markets 
are up over 120% since then; 
only about 20% below the all-
time highs we hit in October 
2007. 

Despite this terrific recent 
performance until the begin-
ning of this year most inves-
tors were still cautious re-
garding stock market invest-
ments. In 2009 and 2010 
money flows showed large 
amounts of investor funds 
going to bonds, with emerg-
ing market equities slightly 
positive; but US stock funds 
experienced negative cash 
flows. This situation has re-
cently reversed with money 

coming out of emerging mar-
kets and bonds and into US 
equities. 

Investor sentiment has also 
changed. Just a few months 
ago, when I would survey 
people at seminars I give 
about 2/3 were negative on 
the stock market, and profes-
sional investors were still also 
somewhat cautious. Now sen-
timent is more balanced 
amongst retail investors and 
professionals are downright 
bullish. 

This time of year I have the 
opportunity to attend a num-
ber of “Forecast” presenta-
tions given by leading econo-
mists and investment manag-
ers. So far, almost everyone I 
have listened to agrees that 
the economic situation in the 
US is improving in a meaning-
ful way and that US equities 

are likely to outperform 
bonds, European equities, and 
perhaps emerging markets as 
well this year. 

Almost everyone also agrees 
that we still have some seri-
ous issues out there in the 
form of high government debt 
burden, both US and Euro-
pean, a US real estate market 
that continues to be chal-
lenged, and now the specter 
of significant inflation, espe-
cially in emerging markets.  

The overwhelming investment 
consensus seems to be: Make 
hay while the sun shines. The 
sun is now shining in the form 
of fairly good earnings reports 
from many companies, still 
manageable inflation even in 
emerging markets (for now), 
and generally improving eco-
nomic indicators. 

Normally when all the experts 
agree this is a good time to 
start thinking about betting 
the other way but, as the 
Investor Behavior chart to the 
right shows, I think we have 
gone from the “Contempt” 
stage, through the “Fear” 
stage, and are now entering 
the “Hope” stage. Usually this 
means we still have some 
time before the market tops 
out. 
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Points of interest: 

• Bond alternatives in 
an era of increasing 
interest rates. 

 

• Diversification bene-
fits of currencies and 
income-producing 
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non-US markets. 
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The Next Bubble 

Over the last four years retail 
investors have largely put 
their money into bonds and, 
to a lesser extent, non-US 
stocks. Money flows into US 
equity mutual funds have 
been negative each year in 
the last four. This trend has 
been especially prevalent in 
the last two years, even as 
equity markets outperformed 
bond markets. 

Just recently we have seen a 
cross-over; with investors 
selling bond funds and money 
starting to flow into US equity 
funds. 

We should ask whether we 
are not seeing the initial 
stages of the bursting of a 
bond bubble. I think this may 
well be the case - at a mini-
mum it seems there should 
be a re-balancing toward eq-
uities. 

The case for fixed income 
investment has to do largely 
with demographics and fear. 
As the general population 
ages it is natural that inves-
tors put more money into 
more conservative income-
producing investments. Also, 
there is still considerable 
trepidation amongst investors 
who lived through the equity 
downturn of 2008. 

However, the cards seen 
stacked against bonds. At a 
minimum, we might expect 
there to be a re-balancing at 
some point as investors diver-
sify their bond holdings into 
other asset classes. But there 
is more to consider:  

• Interest rates a very low 
and surely must rise at 
some point - a negative 
for bond prices. 

• Sovereign debt has in-
creased dramatically in 
the US and many Euro-
pean countries - this 
could lead to credit 
downgrades or even de-
faults. 

• Many US States and mu-
nicipalities are also hav-
ing difficulty meeting 

their debt burden re-
quirements - bad news 
for municipal bonds. 

In my opinion, the risks out-
weigh the benefits with re-
spect to bond investment at 
this time. This view is also 
shared by the vast majority of 
professional investment man-
agers whom I have heard 

speak at the various 2011 
forecast events. The world’s 
largest bond fund manage-
ment company, PIMCO, has 
recently diversified its busi-
ness to stock funds and its 
Chief Investment Officer, Bill 
Gross, has commented that 
the best years for bonds seem 
to be over.  

*Long-term mutual fund flows—Investment Company Institute 
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“Bond alternatives 

should pay a good 

income stream, be 

relatively conservative, 

be able to withstand a 

rising interest rate 

environment, and 

should offer 

diversification benefits” 

Income Alternatives 

If fixed income securities are 
at risk for all the reasons 
mentioned on the previous 
page then it stands to reason 
investors will seek out alter-
natives. Given the fact that 
the first few years of Baby-
boomers are now retiring, and 
people in retirement tend to 
favor income-producing in-
vestments, it seems there 
should be considerable de-
mand for alternatives to 
bonds. 

These alternatives should pay 
a good income stream, pref-
erably in the form of less-
taxed dividends (compared to 

interest, which is taxed at 
income tax rates), should be 
relatively conservative, should 
be able to withstand a rising 
interest environment, and 
should offer diversification 
benefits to stocks. 

This is a tall order and the 
fact is, as we saw in the panic 
of late 2008, nothing offers 
the diversification benefits of 
US Treasury Bonds; pretty 
much all other assets fell dur-
ing this time period. Never-
theless, panics aside, there 
are a number of investments 
that offer at least some diver-
sification and have many of 

the other properties in which 
we might be interested - so 
let’s have a look at a few of 
these. 

I mention some specific ex-
amples below; these are not 
necessarily recommendations, 
just examples. It should be 
stressed that all of the income 
alternatives mentioned below 
are likely more volatile than 
fixed income investments. But 
risk comes in many forms; 
and these days perhaps we 
should be more concerned 
about interest rate risk rather 
than volatility. 

Preferred Stock: These are generally mid-way between equity and bonds in terms of risk although in a panic they tend to behave 
more like stocks. Preferred shares pay a higher dividend than common shares and receive dividend payments before any such pay-
ments are made to common stock investors. As an example, Goldman Sachs ‘B’ preferreds had a 6.2% yield when issued and cur-
rently have a 6.5% yield, whereas GS stock yields less then 1%. In return for less volatility and higher dividends, the preferreds 
investor gives up much of the capital gains upside as compared to common stock. 

Real Estate Investment Trusts: These come in two flavors; mortgage trusts and equity trusts. Mortgage trusts get their cash 
flow from mortgages and therefore their fortunes are tied to the spread between their borrowing rates and their lending rates. As 
inflation increases, generally the government raises the Fed Funds rate and short-term interest rates rise. At some point short-term 
rates rise faster than long-term rates and this is when mortgage REITs underperform. Equity REITs get their cash flow from prop-
erty rents and sales, which tend to increase with inflation, so these are less sensitive to rising interest rates. An example of a mort-
gage REIT is Annaly Capital, which currently pays a 14% dividend but its stock price fell 50% in late 2005 as interest rates com-
pressed (and again in 2008 during the bank crisis). General Growth Properties is an example of an equity REIT that specializes in 
shopping malls. It was relatively unaffected by interest rate compression in late 2005 but got killed in 2007 and 2008 as real estate 
prices fell and consumers cut back on spending during the recession - its share price went from $50 to $1 (yes $1) during this time 
period. 

Royalty Trusts and Master Limited Partnerships: These are similar to REITs but the income stream comes from other types of 
assets, mostly from oil and natural gas producing properties. Canadian Royalty Trusts generally try to replenish their reserves, 
whereas US Royalty Trusts generally do not. This leads to differences in taxation of dividends and obviously the US Trusts have a 
finite life. MLPs may replenish their reserves and are structured as limited partnerships, which means different tax treatment again. 
An example of Canadian and US Royalty Trusts are Enerplus in Canada and Great Northern Iron Ore Properties in the US; an exam-
ple of a MLP is Kinder Morgan Energy Partners. It should be noted that recent tax changes in Canada have brought about the con-
version of most Canadian Royalty Trusts to a high-dividend paying corporate structure. 

Business Development Companies: This is basically a private equity investment for the common man. Normally private equity 
investments have high minimums but certain companies have in essence created funds that invest in private rather than public 
companies - these are BDCs. Some, but not all BDCs have good yields; for example the Blackrock Kelso Capital Corp. sports a yield 
of 11%. We can expect that BDC share prices will be highly correlated and probably somewhat more volatile than the S&P500, but 
the high dividends give us a cash-like, uncorrelated, income stream (as long as they are paid). 

Infrastructure Funds: These funds invest in certain infrastructure plays. For example, they might be toll-road operators, getting a 
cash flow from the tolls, or railroad or port operators. Generally they pay good dividends and are somewhat less volatile than 
stocks. Their stock prices are usually highly correlated to stock markets. The Macquerie Global Infrastructure Fund is an example. 

Dividend paying common stock: Let’s not forget these - you can get a 5% plus yield in some blue chip companies these days, 
and others, like GE for example, are increasing their dividend payouts as their business improves. Generally such companies tend 
to be less volatile than the stock market as a whole; although of course highly correlated to the stock market. 
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Currencies 

As the chart below shows, we 
have generally seen a weak-
ening trend in the US Dollar 
over the past ten years. In 
2008 this trend was inter-
rupted by the financial crisis, 
when investors fled to the 
safest investments they could 
find - these are still consid-
ered to be US Treasuries. This 
caused the USD to 
strengthen . 

Since then, the Canadian Dol-
lar and the Japanese Yen 
have strengthened vs. USD 
and the Euro and British 
Pound have jumped around 

but gone more or less side-
ways. 

Currency investment has di-
versification benefits as com-
pared to stock market invest-
ment. However, major cur-
rencies are also generally 
mean-reverting - it just isn’t 
possible for the USD to con-
tinue to fall against it’s trad-
ing partner currencies forever 
since at some point US goods 
would become so cheap that 
demand would increase and 
the USD would change course 
as more people brought US 
goods. This is generally true 

over the long term, but the 
long-term could be a decade 
or more. 

If economic and fiscal condi-
tions in Europe improve, we 
may well see the USD resume 
its downward trend vs. the 
Euro and Pound as countries 
like China continue to diver-
sify their currency holdings 
away from USD. However, at 
this point, it looks like Europe 
could be in a bit of a mess for 
a while so it might be best to 
focus on currencies of com-
modity-producing nations 
such as Canada and Australia. 

In mid-2008 we saw the price of oil spike to $150/barrel and global rice shortages as nations hoarded this staple in what was per-
ceived to be a serious food shortage. Then came the financial crisis and a recession, and commodity prices slumped when it was 
realized that actually there wasn’t a food shortage at all. Now, once again, commodity prices have risen substantially over the last 
year. This time it has been less of a spike and more of a continual increase. We aren’t seeing too much hoarding or food riots as yet 
because food staples such as wheat and rice have not fully participated in this increase - so far it has mostly been hard commodi-
ties and non-essential soft commodities. 

Commodity investments tend to do best at the beginning of an economic recovery. At this point, in my opinion, it might be better 
to focus on commodity-producing companies rather than the commodities themselves. Some of these companies’ share prices have 
not risen as much as the commodities that they produce - and there might also be a dividend payable, which one doesn’t receive if 
just purchasing the commodity itself. 

Commodities provide some diversification benefits to equities but are at least as volatile and do not help diversification in a panic 
situation. Having said that, increasing wealth in commodity-intensive emerging markets countries suggests that we could continue 
to see prices supported. On a more macro scale, this suggests that commodity producing nations such as Canada, Australia, Indo-
nesia, Russia, Brazil, Chile, and some African countries should benefit.  

 

Commodities 

“Currencies tend to be 

mean-reverting over the 

long term as a result of 

purchasing power parity 

- but the long term 

could be ten years or 

more.” 
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Global Investing 

The top chart below shows 
how emerging markets (black 
- EEM) and Non-US developed 
markets (blue - EFA) have 
done vs. US stock markets 
(orange - SP500) over the 
last three years. 

There are a few things to 
note: First of all, the correla-
tion between each of these 
markets is pretty good, so 
there is little diversification 
benefit to investing in broad 
global indices and really it is 
just a question of where the 
best returns might be. Sec-
ondly, markets have not yet 
reached their pre-crisis levels 
but are getting pretty close. 
Finally, while it is difficult to 
see in this chart, in 2010 the 
S&P500 index did as well as 
the emerging market index 
and almost 10% better than 
non-US developed markets. 

The 2010 S&P500 outperfor-
mance is partially a currency 
story as the non-US devel-
oped market index is heavily 
weighted to Europe and the 
USD strengthened against the 
British Pound and the Euro in 
2010. 

The lower graph shows the 
S&P500 index vs. an Australia 
index (black - EWA) and a 
Canada index (blue - EWC). 
Clearly the US index has been 
less volatile but has consid-
erably underperformed these 
other countries over this time 
period and in 2010. Again, 
this is partially due to cur-

rency movements as the Aus-
sie and Canadian dollars have 
strengthened against the USD 
by 30% and 20% respectively 
in the three-year span and by 
12% and 4% respectively in 
2010. 

What all this tells us is that 
we clearly need to be selec-
tive in which markets we in-
vest. Buying a global index 
won’t give any diversification 
benefit and may just intro-
duce volatility into a portfolio 
without excess returns. 

For the moment, in my esti-
mation, the case for global 
investing remains unchanged. 
I see no reason why commod-
ity-based country markets 
such as Canada and Australia 
should not continue to out-
perform and I would continue 
to be wary of the Euro region, 
and especially the UK (which 
could very well enter a period 

of ‘stagflation’ - high inflation 
and poor growth). 

Australia did have a particu-
larly bad spell of flooding that 
may detract from growth in 
the near term; but other than 
that, the threat to commod-
ity-based countries is more 
one of inflation rather than 
low growth. 

Inflation has begun to in-
crease especially in emerging 
markets - most notably India. 
For the moment it is not out 
of control but many emerging 
market countries have re-
cently adopted capital con-
trols and raised interest rates 
to try and weaken their cur-
rencies and control inflation at 
the same time. It is very diffi-
cult to accomplish both these 
goals at once; I suspect such 
policies will have minimal 
effects. 
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Investment Focus - Spanish Banks 
derive much of their income 
from outside Spain, and the 
‘cajas’ - the smaller Spanish 
banks and credit unions, 
whose focus is almost exclu-
sively local. 

Much is being done to try and 
avert a general caja collapse; 
some are being consolidated, 
some sold, some shuttered. A 
situation very similar to that 
in the US two years ago and 
also during the savings and 
loan crisis in 1989. 

What all this means is that 
stock prices of all Spanish 
banks are taking a beating; 
and yet, the largest of these 
banks should not only survive 
but should benefit from the 

The economic and fiscal chal-
lenges now present in the so-
called ‘PIGS’ countries 
(Portugal, Ireland, Greece, 
Spain) have been well-
reported in the press. The 
Spanish situation is of par-
ticular interest since it is a 
much larger economy than 
the others.  

Spanish banks have been 
affected negatively in the 
same way as US banks were 
a couple of years ago as 
housing prices have plum-
meted and bad loans have 
surfaced. However, there is a 
large difference between the 
largest of Spain’s banks, 
which are international and 

consolidation amongst the 
cajas. At some point there will 
be, I suspect, a golden oppor-
tunity to invest in some of 
these larger names at a very 
good price.  

Banco Santander is one such 
possibility. It issues common 
and preferred stock and I 
suspect that the preferred 
shares will be a great buy if 
there is a sudden panic that 
drives down prices. A similar 
thing happened in 2009 in US 
and British banks and inves-
tors could get 14% yields on 
Barclay’s preferreds and 10% 
yields on Goldman Sachs 
preferreds. 

It’s worth keeping an eye on. 
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